Nf3: MARSH FRITILLARY LARVAL WEB MONITORING FORM
Refer to guidance note Ng2 for details of the recording method

Site Details
Transect width

Site name:

2m or 1m

(circle one of these):

County:

Principal Habitat:

Vice County:

Secondary Habitat:

Central Grid Ref:
(e.g.SN215502)
Recorder name & contact
details:
Site owner/contact for
access:

Survey Details
Please Indicate Method Used (1=complete search, 2=sample transect, 3=search patches only):
Date of visit
Patch/field ref
Number of
Length of
Area
Area of
(if applicable) occupied webs
transect (m)
searched
suitable
found
(ha)
habitat (ha)

Population
size/estimated
pop. size

TOTAL
Nb. To calculate the area searched (ha), multiply the transect length by transect width (2m) then divide by 10,000. To calculate the estimated
population size, multiply the number of webs found by area of suitable habitat(ha) then divide by the area searched (ha).

Habitat Quality Observations
Key Habitat Feature

Observations (please tick)
Widespread &
Frequent (in
low density all
abundant

across the site)

Patchy (locally
abundant)

Patchy Sparse

Rare

Devil’s-bit Scabious
Scrub
Rushes
Other
(state)

Habitat Management Observations
Please tick relevant site management information:
Vegetation Height
Grazing
Burning
Uniform short
Cattle
Whole area
(<8cm)
Variable (8Ponies
Half
25cm)
Tussocky
Sheep
Patches
(>25cm)
Other habitat/management observations:

Cut/mown
Most of area

Unmanaged

Half

Unknown

Strips

By submitting these records you confirm that they contain data that you have collected, give permission for the records to be used for research,
education and public information, and to be made generally available for re-use for any other legal purpose under the terms of the Open Government
Licence (http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/), and agree that your name will be associated with the record. The UKBMS
partners collect personal data in order to administer, run and share results of the scheme. The personal data we will collect and how it will be stored,
shared and deleted (as necessary) are covered in our Privacy Notice http://www.ukbms.org/privacy-notice.

Nf3: MARSH FRITILLARY LARVAL WEB MONITORING FORM
Refer to guidance note Ng2 for details of the recording method

Site Map
Copy of OS map at 1:10 000 or equivalent showing scale, 1km gridlines and boundary of suitable/or
occupied habitat marked. Mark the transect route and indicate the location of occupied larval webs (x).

Are there previous records of Marsh Fritillary adults or larvae at this site?
(Please include dates, numbers of adults or larvae recorded and recorder if not previously submitted)

Many thanks for undertaking this survey. Please return completed forms to Butterfly Conservation.
Butterfly Conservation
Manor Yard
East Lulworth
Wareham
Dorset
BH20 5QP
By submitting these records you confirm that they contain data that you have collected, give permission for the records to be used for research,
education and public information, and to be made generally available for re-use for any other legal purpose under the terms of the Open Government
Licence (http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/), and agree that your name will be associated with the record. The UKBMS
partners collect personal data in order to administer, run and share results of the scheme. The personal data we will collect and how it will be stored,
shared and deleted (as necessary) are covered in our Privacy Notice http://www.ukbms.org/privacy-notice.

